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GM (local) Butt Plug started his circle in the best way possible by passing out shirts and 
setting 40 baht beer prices.   Good Run rang loud and clear.  BP got in hare Fungus to 
sort who gets and who doesn't, suggesting take-it-off -put-it-on but deciding there were 
too many ugly guys.  Reading a size and looking for a hasher to fit it all shirts made it to 
their correct body, save 2 beer-truck staff getting XXL.  At least they have a shirt they 
can wear to the jungle and squat in, which they right away tested.

The runners left as Gorgeous shouted there is no walk, take the run.  Once they'd all left 
with various looks of concern Gorgeous told Fungus to go up to the mid point for the 
Runners and shunt the walkers on a short cut.  Fungus went.  The walkers never showed 
up except Clit Zipper and family just sort of wandering while CZ filmed.  Even when 
showed the shortcut he missed it.  Other walkers got tired and returned while some sort 
of knew a walk through the village would cross the in-trail and returned that way.  
Eventually everyone got back and Gorgeous had a great laugh.

When GM called in all who came in on the out trail all but Gorgeous and Fungus went 
in.  However this turned out to be Fake News as actually it was only the final 100 
meters.  At least everyone got a down-down.  In fact, double them up!!

Our small 20-strong circle went on a roll with run offenses, claims, stories and lies.  Our 
Virgin was iced nicely, or so said Not Long Enough and Repressed one, who was our 
Steward giving us a great spot with The Blue Harlot humor like:

“Marriage is hard. It’s so hard Nelson Mandella got divorced. Think about that...27 years of 
torture and chaos and then he gets out, spends 6 months with his wife and says ‘I can’t take this 
shit!”

"Twenty years ago we had Johnny Cash, Bob Hope and Steve Jobs. Now we have no Cash, no 
Hope and no Jobs. Please don't let Kevin Bacon die." 

“The golden rule for talking to women should be never say anything to a women that you 
wouldn’t want a man to say to you in jail.”

I’m having a charity event for people who struggle to orgasm. Please, please, please let me 
know if you can’t come.
Great day, Great Hares, Great GM Butt Plug, Great Steward, Great Shirts!!

ON ON, Scribe, Fungus
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